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NEWSLETTER VOL. XI 
MONETARY 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

Nov has been one of the busiest month for my partner and I because there were concurrent project timeline 

that we had to meet – mixture of network design, milestone & timeline commitment plus go-live! Very 

exciting indeed for both of us and everyone in DCL!! 

 

We now have a frozen truck running in BKI (Kota Kinabalu) serving outlets per cold chain requirement. 

This is a first of its kind in BKI where our products in the isothermal cabin is consistent and without mix 

of raw meat, seafood, medical, poultry, etc. It is purely processed food, pastries, cakes, ice crème, 

chocolates, gelatos and waffle. And we are using eutectic plates technology to produce consistent temp 

mgmt. And attention to every detail is crucial to meet the highest temp mgmt. control. Without a doubt, we 

do come across challenges from various elements resulting in temp abuse. What’s worst is same category 

food but differing SKU (flavors) reacts differently when temp experience 5°C variance. What’s more 

difficult is when products that we are handling comes with differing design and shapes…..LoL….and we 

need to ensure our cold chain management delivers these products as is where is basis from manufacturer 

to final outlets. Above all that is said on temp mgmt., it has to be eye pleasing too when come to food 

presentation. Nevertheless, we had fun and have learnt much from our said experience that has given us the 

necessary skill set to make history yet again. In short, this journey has been priceless!  

 

In tandem with the above development over in BKI, we are also investing in a frozen temperature truck 

here in Klang Valley which will hit our roads this Jan ’17. I must admit we took great risk in terms of 

financial decision making to invest in this truck back in early Sept ’16 as we had no client at that point of 

time. Fast track to today, as we walked by faith and in God we trust, we now have a customer who wants 

our truck be dedicated to its deliveries - nationwide. Amen!! 

 

Our next go-live cold chain port of call will be KCH (Kuching). And its maiden departure is schedule to 

depart this 7th of Jan ’17. KCH is a different ballgame compared to BKI and players behave very differently 

too. They are more creative and brash in the way how they manage their customer’s goods. I love it because 

it pose a different kind of challenge and every challenge that we face indeed gives us different opportunities 

in how we go about solving it. This maiden voyage to KCH is very important to us because our client is of 

international brand and their reputation is at stake would we fail. Something where option doesn’t exist! 

And we are confident we can accomplish this tall order! 
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Simultaneously, we will also be launching our new service product in frozen delivery by road from BKI to 

Miri (MYY), Bintulu (BTU), Sibu (SBW) & KCH. Temp is set at -22°C and it has 3 temp probes in the 

isothermal cabin. There are 4 point strategy in temp mgmt./ control and would you want to know what it 

is……call me….chuckle…….and I’ll tell you all!!! It is simple but at the same time truly challenging. This 

product that we have will again be the only one available to the market. Delivery promise from BKI to; 

1. MYY : 1 day 

2. BTU : 1 day 

3. SBW : 2 days 

4. KCH : 2 days 

 

And to support this new product that we have launched, we are also offering warehousing services in BKI. 

This will give our customers two benefits – their customer perspective and volume. Benefit #1 is shorter 

transit time in deliveries to MYY, BTU & SBW in oppose to via KCH delivery. Thus ensuring food delivery 

is not only fresh but taste better too!!! And for vol growth, well, it’s a no brainer! It’s an improved supply 

chain solution!  

 

Out first audit is scheduled to take place on the 19th of Dec ’16. This audit activity in BKI will cover; 

1. 4 point mgmt. strategy compliance 

2. Storage temp control & inventory mgmt. 

3. Truck compliance & temp mgmt.  

4. Document control 

5. Allergen – how does it go as of this juncture? A subject that we need to close ASAP 

 

These are truly exciting times for DCL as well as customers involved. We know what we need to do on 

continuous improvement and we know we will be good at it. Such confidence is dedicated to our passion, 

discipline and maturity in our said projects where our customers entrusted us with. Last but not least, our 

thankful heart to our heavenly Father for guiding us along in this perilous journey.    

 

Christmas is around the corner and ain’t it just beautiful as we look forward to 2017 too.  

 

Merry Christmas, folks! And God bless us all! 

 

 

Love, 

DCL Team 

 

 


